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LA B  SA F E T Y
THE NEW DISPOSABLE TRIM BLADE DISPENSER FROM AVANTIK BIOGROUP

NEW YORK  |  BOSTON  |  PHILADELPHIA  |  WASHINGTON DC  |  LOS ANGELES

A New Quality Innovation for Lab Safety...Order Today! Item# GR2143

You spend enough time around sharp objects and worrying about Lab Safety...our New Disposable Trim Blade Dispenser 

allows you to never have to touch a trim blade again! Blades are loaded and secured onto the handle while the blade 

remains safely in the dispenser. When finished, the expired blade is placed in the convenient slot on the bottom of the 

dispenser for disposal. The blade itself never needs to be touched! 

You risk getting cut every time you touch a blade...

Why Touch the Trim Blade at all?

The New Avantik Disposable Trim Blade Dispenser Comes Pre-Loaded with only the Highest Quality Trim Blades
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Instructions
Attaching, Removal and Disposal of Blades From the

All New Avantik Disposable Trim Blade Dispenser

Step 1.  Loosen set screw on the blade handle. Hold the trim blade dispenser in one hand and the handle in the other. Pull the blue door 
down and hold it out of the way. With the trim blade handle angled, carefully slide the opening at the top of the trim blade handle over 
the LEFT MOST blade in the dispenser to ensure proper access to the set screw on the trim blade handle.

Step 2.  Hold the trim blade handle horizontally to the blade to glide the trim blade handle all the way to the back of the dispenser 
until it stops.

Step 3.  Tighten the set screw on the trim blade handle to secure the blade to the handle.

Step 4.  Lift the handle end up first, and then slide the blade from the dispenser. The trim blade is now ready to use.

Step 1.  Flip the trim blade dispenser upside down and hold in one hand to expose the slot in the underside.

Step 2. Insert the blade and handle arm into the slot on the bottom of the dispenser on a 45° angle.

Step 3.  With the blade fully contained within the dispenser slot, loosen the set screw on the blade handle and pull the trim blade 
handle back across the bottom of the dispenser to release the blade safely into the bottom of the dispenser.

ATTACH A BLADE TO THE TRIM BLADE HANDLE:

REMOVE & DISPOSE OF A BLADE FROM THE TRIM BLADE HANDLE:


